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ACROSS
1. Hamilton antagonist
5. Little bit
9. Catch sight of
13. Misrepresent
14. Like a spider's web
15. Thespian's goal
16. "Donkey shane" for "thanks," e.g.?
19. Mother of Mary
20. Sign up
21. Printers' measures
22. Record players
24. Shaking
26. NCO rank
29. "Big ___ house"
31. Wakens
34. Horsefly?
38. Not fresh
39. Young human female
40. Pass on
42. Swallow hard
43. Parisian passion
45. Hybrid relic of the 49th and 50th States?
47. Melees
49. Pollution prevention org.
50. Airport nuisance, briefly
51. Pair
54. Org. founded 1897 as the National Congress of Mothers
56. Ostentatious neckwear
58. Lubricate
60. Breather
64. Isaac's father's dog?
67. Starts to drift off
68. Toy with a reduplicative name
69. Toad type
70. Student's post
71. Go bonkers
72. Unpaid; and, with 1 Across, what four creatures have done in this puzzle

DOWN
1. "Where have you ___?"
2. ___ Bator
3. Upset
4. Sis or bro
5. Publisher's identifier, abbr.
6. Picture genre name coined by Time Magazine in 1964
7. Like Henry VIII
8. Wader wearer
9. Get it wrong
10. Child's acrobatic feat
11. Scheme
12. Urges
13. One piece of a two-piece
17. Expression of polite agreement
18. St. ____ fire (luminous plasma)
23. Pugilist's act
25. Income fate, often
26. Long stories
27. Filth
28. The Hierophant and the Hanged Man, e.g.
30. "Suits me to ___!"
32. French women, pronominally
33. Old photograph color
35. Popeye's adversary
36. CTA trains
37. Leaf blower alternative
41. "Hooray!"
44. Like many a first draft
46. Word with "bath" or "door"
48. Mists
52. Citrus fruit
53. Unchallenging course
55. Toxophilite's projectile
56. Musical group
57. Reed instrument
59. "Halt!"
61. Hibernia
62. Transmit
63. Subject to a judicial proceeding
65. Inquire
66. Greek letter that looks like a "p" and sounds like an "r"